Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission, 10102.18>>>

XO-O’Mallory says:
@::on Pez's Bridge::

CEO_Taylor says:
::On bridge trying to see what he can do for Pez's ship::

FCO_Adams says:
::at her station preparing to beam the AT back::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::on the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::in the cargo area::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::On Bridge with Turok, hand on his arm, hoping he won't do something drastic to harm Pez, hears CO speak to CEO about a warp core breach on Pez' ship, has every confidence Michael will do what needs to be done, feels secure::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::on Pez's bridge, finished the flight plan transfer to the Gryphon's computer::

CEO_Taylor says:
COM: Pez's ship: EO: Can you get the core stabilized?

EO_On says:
@::trying to gain control of warp temperature through a console::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks towards CEO::

XO-O’Mallory says:
@*EO* Report.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, locked on to the AT. Ready to beam them back on your order.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CEO: Well? ::voice on the tad of being frantic::

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Do it.

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: I'm working on it, Captain.

XO-O’Mallory says:
@CSO: Anything else from the computers?

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Negative, Commander.  The flight plan, some information about the vessels and the unusual Ferengi rhyme.

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Orders?


XO-O’Mallory says:
@*CTO* Back up to the Bridge for transport.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: EO'S ACTIONS START RETURNING PEZ' WARP CORE TEMPERATURE TO NORMAL

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::looks at Taylor, as he works at the console::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye sir. ::beams the  AT back::

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: Perhaps if we transfer power from the Gryphon to his ship...

CTO_Hunter says:
@*XO*Aye. ::double times it back to the bridge::

EO_On says:
@*CEO*/XO: The warp core temperature is returning to normal.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::places hands behind her back and clasps them trying to look calm::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::walks on to the bridge, and looks around:: Self: It's not as wonderful as Donnie said, ::walks to the captain:: CO: Ens Roberts reporting to duty, captain, I thought since Donnie isn’t on board and I have been reading over his past notes on Pez I could be of some help to you.

XO-O’Mallory says:
@EO: Good job!

CEO_Taylor says:
::pauses:: CO: EO has done it, temperatures are going back to normal.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::smiles with EO's comment:: Self: Great.

XO-O’Mallory says:
@EO: Continue with repairs.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CNS: You may get out of the way... ::starts and stops:: We are in a critical place.. sit there. ::points::

Host Pez says:
::crosses arms and glares at Gryphon's bridge crew::

XO-O’Mallory says:
@COM: Bridge: Warp core is normal.  We are continuing our search.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: I have them.

ACNS_Roberts says:
::jumps at the captains order:: CO:  Yes, sir, sorry sir, ::quickly moves and sits::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::takes Pez's arm:: Pez: Please sit in my chair.. I will assure you all will be under control in a second.

EO_On says:
@XO: Now I’ve finished with the warp core, I will continue with the shields.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::feels relieved::

XO-O’Mallory says:
@EO: Let me know of progress.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: It gives me extra time to discover some news, huh?

Host Pez says:
::Yanks arm from Spencer's grasp:: CO:  Yeah, right.

CEO_Taylor says:
::Gets back to his seat and starts reviewing Pez's warp core readings to find what went wrong::

XO-O’Mallory says:
@CSO: Yes, I want as much as you can find out.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Now now.. don’t be that way...
::glances at the CEO again::

XO-O’Mallory says:
@*CTO* Warp core is normal.  Continue with your inspection.

EO_On says:
@::moving some sensors to increase energy to the shields::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::looks around the bridge and all the people, hopping around like nuts:: self: no wonder Donnie is always on the go, these people are mad

Host CO_Spencer says:
::overhears and lets out a sigh of relief::

Host Pez says:
::Points at view screen:: CO: Return me to my ship.

CEO_Taylor says:
Pez: Don't worry Mister Pez, I'll find what went wrong with your warp core...

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::tries to extract any extra information from the computer::

XO-O’Mallory says:
@COM: CO: Pez's ship is under control.  We are continuing with repairs.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::hears Taylor, knows he will get to the source of the problem::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::looks to his side and sees a strange looking man to his side:: Pez: You must be Pez, I have heard a lot about you, I am ACNS Roberts. ::extends hand to shake::


Host CO_Spencer says:
::gives him as much as a look of sympathy as she can:: Pez: I will but first lets get all the lose ends tied up.. please.

Host Pez says:
CO: Loose ends?!! Like having your crew snoop through my ship?!!

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::waiting for the Captain to get back to Turok::

CEO_Taylor says:
::looks at CMO and smiles and then gets back to work::

FCO_Adams says:
::locks on and beams the AT back again::

XO-O’Mallory says:
::appears in TR::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::dematerializes::

CTO_Hunter says:
::in the TR with the rest of the AT::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::materializes in TR::

XO-O’Mallory says:
*Bridge* Why are we back?  We have brought the warp core under control and we had some work still there.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::lowers her voice in hopes that he will lower his:: Pez: I will escort you to the Transporter room. ::motions for the MO to come with:: Pez: We will meet up with the away team and all will be explained I am sure.

CEO_Taylor says:
::Finds the problem and stands up:: CO: May I talk to you for a second in private?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices he is back to the Gryphon::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Stay put.. on my way. ::says in a stern voice::

Host Pez says:
CO: I've told you all I know about that "special weapon".  That's the last time I'll do something nice for Starfleet.

ACNS_Roberts says:
::since Pez didn’t even notice Roberts friendly gesture, he turns and looks else where.:: Self: I bet all these people are popping pills, how else could they be so energetic?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at XO, CTO and EO::

CTO_Hunter says:
::works on his safety inspection report::

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: It will just take a second, sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at the CEO:: Pez: One moment.

CTO_Hunter says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: That does not sound good.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Do you have any idea what she wants to talk to us? ::glances the CTO::

FCO_Adams says:
::monitors Pez's ship for any signs of trouble::

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CO* Understood.  ::turns to AT::  All:  Report to duty stations.  I will talk to the Captain.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir. ::hands him a padd with the safety inspection results::

CEO_Taylor says:
::approaches the CO and whispers:: CO: It appears the warp core's temperature raise was a direct result of Mr. MacLeod's trying to get into Pez's computer. It mostly was a defense mechanism.

XO-O’Mallory says:
::waits for Captain::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: On my way.

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: I thought you should know.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::walks towards the door and exits, heading to TL::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at CEO: Thank you.  ::returns to Pez::

MO_Turok says:
::Prepares to follow the Captain::

FCO_Adams says:
::watches the bridge crew working::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Nods back and prepares to take back command of the bridge as soon as CO exits::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::All this excitement is giving Roberts a headache, what he would give for a huge pile of paper work and a small quite room to work::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::follows Turok::

FCO_Adams says:
::lays in an escape vector just in case::

XO-O’Mallory says:
CTO: Thank you for your good work.

Host Pez says:
::waits not too patiently for Spencer to take him to transporter room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL, checks his padd and tricorder, everything is fine::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::motions for the TL::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: I shall do some research on the Unicorn. ::exits the TR::

Host Pez says:
::follows Spencer::

CEO_Taylor says:
ACNS: Mr. Roberts, please come here...

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CO* Shall I meet you in your ready room?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* No I thought I said stay put.

ACNS_Roberts says:
::looks up:: CEO: Huh, I mean sir?

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CO* Aye sir.  Waiting in TR 1.

CEO_Taylor says:
::sits in the CO's chair::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::arrives and enters the bridge, meeting with CO and Pez::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to both::

CTO_Hunter says:
::turns back to face the XO:: XO: Should I stay here sir?

XO-O’Mallory says:
CTO: No, I can handle this.  You return to stations.


CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye Aye sir. ::exits the TR and heads for the TL::

CEO_Taylor says:
::turns his head at ACNS:: ACNS: Please come here ::shows toward the XO's chair::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I wish you would reconsider; we should get all of this taken care of in a matter of moments. ::enters TL::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::watches TL door shut::

Host Pez says:
::Leans back against the TL wall and eyes Spencer up and down with a sly grin:: CO: I doubt we can finish in a few moments.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks of the beautiful blue color of Michael's eyes:: ::Thinks: Why, Goddess? This is a horrible predicament I am in... I don't have time to think about this now...I'll think about it later.::

XO-O’Mallory says:
::steps off pad and waits::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::smirks at him, at least his sense of humor has returned::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::sitting in the CNS:: CEO: Sir you want me to move from this side of you to that side of you ::looks puzzled::

MO_Turok says:
::Stands in the Turbolift, eyes straight ahead::

CTO_Hunter says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::takes SCI 1 and looks at the CEO:: CEO: We're back, sir. ::smiles::

FCO_Adams says:
::recalibrates her sensors and checks the flight grid::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I think now would be a good time to hear what my MO has to say. ::looks at Turok::

CEO_Taylor says:
::frowns:: ACNS: Never mind then. Just tell me what you think of Pez's actions...

MO_Turok says:
::Clears his throat::

CTO_Hunter says:
::feels the TL stop and walks onto the bridge::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Mauro and smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Good, please take back your station.

Host Pez says:
CO: Your XO implied I would be rewarded for getting info on that weapon; now I'd like to be paid and leave.  ::Glances at the Klingon and then at the CMO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::crosses her arms and leans back::


CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at Cassie and smiles back, then takes his station::

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Which you already did... just keep me informed on the sensor data...

Host Pez says:
::Smirks and winks at the CMO::

CTO_Hunter says:
::heads to his station::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles at Pez::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I will have the booze transported over, but you may not leave till we get some of this cleared up. ::serious::

CTO_Hunter says:
::queries the computer for the current location of the USS Unicorn::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::sees Taylor frown, and wonders why.  Must be working too hard:: CEO: Well, I haven’t really had time to talk with him, and to gather a complete profile I would need at least an hour at min.  But if you are asking for my first impression, I am not sure.

FCO_Adams says:
::the sensors show a slight blip in the area::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: I have some information in here... ::taps some buttons::

MO_Turok says:
CO: Well, sir.  I came to tell you that the ships that attacked my shuttle and his ship were two Orion Raiders and a Cardassian Freighter.  Undoubtedly the reason for the Federation weapons signature is due to the Orions obtaining Federation phaser emitters from, less than legal sources.

Host CO_Spencer says:
TL: Halt on next deck.
CMO: You may return to the sickbay.

Host Tim says:
<Computer>CTO: The USS Unicorn is currently in salvage yard.


CEO_Taylor says:
::raises eyebrows:: ACNS: Then can you tell me something of interest or are you just enjoying the view?

Host CO_Spencer says:
<TL>::Halts::

XO-O’Mallory says:
::looks over CTO's Padd on info of USS Unicorn::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes the information which talks about the Orion fighters and Cardassian freighter::

CTO_Hunter says:
Computer: Open a channel to the salvage yard.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
CO: Aye Sir. Turok: You will return to Sickbay when you are done. ::hopes he will behave himself::

MO_Turok says:
CMO: Yes sir.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::exits at deck 7::

FCO_Adams says:
::double checks the blip on her sensors to identify it::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CMO: He will return when I release him.

Host Tim says:
<Computer> CTO: Channel open.

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: I'm all ears. ::smiles::

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: Well sir the view is quite nice, but if you are really wanting a nice place to sit back and watch the stars go by there is a really nice table in Ten forward I can get it arranged for you if you wish.

CEO_Taylor says:
::sighs and tries to smile:: ACNS: Why are you in this chair then, Mr. Roberts?

CTO_Hunter says:
COM: Salvage Yard: This is Lt Hunter of the USS Gryphon I need to check on the USS Unicorn.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks Captain is a little testy::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::door closes but Spencer does not have the TL resume::  
MO: Continue please..


CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: It's so weird... You have detected a Federation weapon signature, but Pez's logs shows clearly he has encountered a Cardassian freighter and two Orion fighters... ::raises an eyebrow::

FCO_Adams says:
Computer: Identify object on the flight sensor display.

Host Tim says:
<Salvage yard>COM: Gryphon: Wait one.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::enters sickbay::


CMO_Llewellyn says:
::wishes she was on the bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices a blip on sensors and looks at the FCO::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: It's ok sir, just a small asteroid.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Good to know, I'll check it anyway.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
Self: Damn... Taylor.

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: Well sir, when I came on to the bridge the captain told me to sit, so I did.  Why sir, is this someone else chair? ::looks around the room:: It looks like everyone else has a spot.

FCO_Adams says:
<Computer>: Object is an asteroid of approximately 5km in size.

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: and the fact that the Unicorn is suppose to be in a salvage yard.

MO_Turok says:
CO/Pez: That was all...officially.  However, I may have spoken....hastily, on the bridge earlier.  This Ferengi saved my life and behaved honorably during the battle.  I...apologize.  ::Has difficulty forcing out the 'a' word::

Host Tim says:
<Salvage yard> COM: Gryphon: Unicorn is in its assigned spot.

CEO_Taylor says:
ACNS: I understand, but I just don't think that you are at your best use staying on a bridge where no event is happening. ::thinks for a second and smiles:: ACNS: After thinking about this, I think you should do a psychiatric evaluation of Mr. Turok. I want it in an hour. Dismissed.

CTO_Hunter says:
::frowns:: COM: Salvage Yard: Please send me a video uplink showing that.


FCO_Adams says:
::plots a course to avoid the asteroid::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Do you think that one of those ships did "steal" Federation weapon design and used it, somehow?

Host Pez says:
::Nods at Turok:: MO: I accept.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods her head at him and then looks at Pez:: Pez: Is this correct on the SF signature?

Host Pez says:
CO: What SF signature?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles while looking at FCO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
SO: Jeremy, check the asteroid and see if everything is fine outside.

CEO_Taylor says:
::wonders what ACNS is waiting for::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Federation weapons signature.

FCO_Adams says:
::moves the Gryphon around the asteroid carefully giving it a wide berth::

Host Pez says:
CO: What? On my ship?

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Report?!

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> CSO: Aye. ::runs a sensor sweep in the asteroid::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::is getting a headache:: MO: Is that not what you said?

ACNS_Roberts says:
:: Looks at Taylor, with a confused expression:: CEO: Sir, I have only been here a short while but I assume you know what is going on and there for you should know Mr. Turok went with the Captain.  ::leans in::  I think they are talking about Pez.

CEO_Taylor says:
ACNS: Well then you will talk to him as soon as he is finished with CO and Pez. Unless you think that you could have something better to do... ::wonders if this will make the ACNS more cooperative::

MO_Turok says:
CO/PEZ: I overheard the science officer say that the damage to Pez's ship was caused by weapons with a Federation signature.  I can attest that the Orion Raiders fired those phasers; therefore the phasers must have been stolen or obtained on the black market.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO>::still checking the asteroid composition::

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: ::drops the stupid act for a moment:: Oh yes, Sir I have read all of Donnie’s notes covering every encounter with Pez. ::thinks about how many times he has filled a report with the name Pez on it:: and I have come to an option about Pez from those readings but since you asked what I have thought of the Pez so far from being around him I figured.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::throws up her hands in understanding:: MO: I understand... 
TL: Resume.

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Sir, just made a slight course change to avoid contact with a small asteroid.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Asteroid? Could it have anything to do with the asteroid that we encountered last time?

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Unsure but its not the first time a Federation Starship was missing from a salvage yard.  I believe there was a ship used by the Storm rebellion stolen, the USS Valkrie.

CTO_Hunter says:
::gets video uplink from the savage yard and frown gets deeper::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Right, but the Unicorn is at the dry dock yet, right?  And if she wasn't, Pez certainly would have recorded something about her in his logs.

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: You didn’t mean from the readings? ::Still has a since of dumbness to him, even with out the stupid act::

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Unknown at this time sir, but it appears to be too small to do any damage.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: I'm not worried about its physical damage, the psychological effects is what could do more damage.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
Self: But I like feeling this way about Michael... but I have got to get a hold of myself.

CEO_Taylor says:
ACNS: Tell me what you think is relevant to this situation, I want to be prepared for him...

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: See misunderstandings.. easy to remedy... please give us a chance to remedy this one. ::exits TL as it opens::

CTO_Hunter says:
::saves the message and closes the channel:

Host Pez says:
CO: What did you have in mind?  ::Leers::

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: Well sir, everytime we have encountered Pez something bad has happened to this ship correct?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::shakes head trying to concentrate on what is happening around her rather than what is happening within her::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Ensign Altsen is running a sensorial sweep in the asteroid, sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: We shall see.. we could start with dinner. ::skin crawls ever so slightly but she smiles anyway::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Yes it appears the Unicorn is in dry dock. But then the T’Paul was still in dry dock as well until the Enterprise checked on her.

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Mr. MacLeod is checking its composition now.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Thank you, lieutenant.

CEO_Taylor says:
ACNS: Unfortunately so. Continue.

MO_Turok says:
::Growls at Pez::  PEZ: You will address the captain with respect.

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Thank you Lieutenant. Make it your priority.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  Altsen is on it. ::looks at SO::  SO: Anything yet?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::hides a smile behind her hand as she leads the way to the Transporter room::

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: and he always managers to lie, cheat or steal and become a real annoying person. ::really testing Taylor’s nerves, to see if he will break.::

CEO_Taylor says:
::raises eye brows:: ACNS: Tell me something that isn't as obvious, please.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::grows concerned about her feelings for Michael and how they might affect Donnie - if they are not just a side effect of their shared energy::

Host Pez says:
CO: Dinner would be a good start. ::grins widely::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: I see.  Do you think we are having the same situation in here?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Good.
MO: Would you care to escort him to the guest quarters? :;stops outside of the TR::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: We may.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::resolves to do Chakra Cleansing when she gets her first opportunity::

MO_Turok says:
::Follows PEZ and CO, glaring at any and all who come near.  His burns are still causing pain and rendering him surly::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> CSO: Nothing unusual, just a regular asteroid.


CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles to SO:: SO: Good job.  Keep sensors running.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::paces in sickbay::

MO_Turok says:
CO: No, I would not.  However, as that was a rhetorical question, I will do so.

Host Pez says:
CO: 'Til later Captain.  ::Waits for MO to move out::

MO_Turok says:
PEZ: This way...please.  ::Motions down the corridor::

Host Pez says:
MO: YES sir, Mr. Klingon.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::surprised by his answer, but appreciates his candor:: MO: You may return to the CMO.. I am afraid she will be wondering about you. ::wonders herself::

FCO_Adams says:
::sits back a bit and sighs::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, it's just a regular asteroid.  Nothing unusual. ::glances the FCO::

CEO_Taylor says:
::sigh of relief:: CSO,FCO, Altsen: Thank you all.

FCO_Adams says:
::nods to Taylor::

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CTO* Any other info on the Unicorn?

CTO_Hunter says:
*XO* Yes sir it "appears" its in the salvage yard. But then so was the T'Paul.

MO_Turok says:
CO: Yes sir.  ::Salutes with hand on chest and leads PEZ away::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Turns and enters the TR:: XO: Well hello there. ::moves and sits at the transporter console her arms resting on the console.. not looking real happy::

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Captain...

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: Well sir, there really isn’t anything that a person with out some common sense couldn’t figure out. ::looks up to see how the Lt reacted to that statement::  He is a player, only looking out for him self, only doing something some what good for the betterment of him self, and is a cheat, a liar and not to be trusted.  But that is just my option.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  But if they just stole the Unicorn weapon design?  They would be able to use it and the Federation would be guilty for all the attacks.

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: I doubt it, each federation weapon has a unique signature.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders about Taylor, is a little irritated with the CO, but figures she was just in a tense situation, and was a little tense at that moment::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CO* CEO Taylor reporting sir. The Gryphon has just avoided a small asteroid with normal composition. That is all for now.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::blinks an eye to CEO and smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;almost starts to talk to her XO:: *CEO* Thank you for that  piece of information. ::said with sarcasm::

CEO_Taylor says:
::responds with the same tone:: *CO* A pleasure to keep you updated by the minute.

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CTO* T'Pal?  Find out what you can about them...

Host Tim says:
<Salvage Yard> COM: Gryphon: Gryphon, we just did a scan of the Unicorn.  Ashamed to say that it is missing its phaser array.

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Captain, is our guest ready for transport back to his ship?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*FCO* No he is not.. he is staying with us..

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Aye Captain.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Ever feel that you have no time to do anything... ::rubs her temple::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears the Salvage Yard COM:: CTO: I knew it!  They stole the phaser itself!

CEO_Taylor says:
::talks to ACNS as he would a child:: ACNS: Ok, imagine this: you have to get Pez to tell the truth without him cheating on you, how would you do that?

CTO_Hunter says:
*XO* During the attempted Romulan invasion of Vulcan the USS Enterprise thought the T’Pal was in a ship yard ‘till they checked.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: I am still a doctor.  I can get you something for that headache...:;smiles a bit::

MO_Turok says:
::Leads PEZ to the guest quarters on Deck two.  He remembers the location from his tactical briefings on Federation ships.  One deck below the Bridge...the killing shot.::

CTO_Hunter says:
COM: Salvage yard: acknowledge. Please send us a copy of the investigate Gryphon out.

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CTO* Is the Unicorn missing?

CTO_Hunter says:
*XO* Appears that the Unicorn’s phaser array is missing.

XO-O’Mallory says:
*CTO* Missing...that would explain a lot.

CTO_Hunter says:
*XO*Aye sir.

Host Pez says:
::Looks at the doors on deck two:: Self: Not bad, near the Captain.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: They are really using the phaser bank as if they were the Unicorn.  Which makes the Federation guilty everytime they use it.

FCO_Adams says:
::begins to analysis the data from the recalibrations to the sensors::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: I came down here to give it to you but good.. try and find out why my orders were not followed.. why in fact Pez's cargo hold was examined when I gave instructions to not do so until we received his permission.. now I am not even sure what I was going to say.. why not enlighten me with out my having to question you?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::paces in sickbay::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: I am more worried about weapons missing from federation starships.

MO_Turok says:
PEZ: Here are your quarters.  Remain here until otherwise instructed.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Sorry Captain.  We accidentally opened the cargo bay doors and when Hunter examined the hold...nothing...absolutely nothing.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*FCO* We need to tractor his ship and start moving.

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Aye Captain, locking tractor beams on now. ::locks the beams on and begins to head off::

Host Pez says:
MO: Thank you Ensign. ::Enters quarters and looks around as door closes::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Accidentally?

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: We have also discovered the Unicorn's phaser array missing.  We detected that on Pez's ship.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Don't you understand?  If they use this phaser against other races, they can start a war.

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Highly unlikely.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Sir, I hope so. ::worried::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::prepares biobed for Turok's return... knows he has to finish his treatments::

MO_Turok says:
::Growls softly to himself and walks away, heading toward sickbay::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: It is our understanding that the core breach was probably caused by interference of Pez's computer by our own away team.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Unlikely.  Damage to the core was already there when we beamed aboard.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: MacLeod was working on extracting info from the computer and opened it.

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: No I do not think it is unlikely... you are probably correct.. but we went over there to assist.. and yes I sent you over to get information.. but information that we would have to obtain in a proper manner.. not like undercover spies.

Host Pez says:
::Grins and skips around the room eyes aglow.::

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Course and speed Captain?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*FCO* Back to where the fight took place.. best speed please.

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Aye sir.

ACNS_Roberts says:
::speaking the same why the Lt did only slower:: CEO: Well, sir you have to make him believe that if he tells you the truth it will be of more benefit to him then to you.

CEO_Taylor says:
::sarcastically:: ACNS: Oh my god, you are so right, Mr Roberts, thank you very much for your help. ::takes normal tone:: Now take the OPS station and make a level two diagnostic of the console.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Debates reporting this to the OSI::

MO_Turok says:
::Arrives at sickbay::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Is it your opinion that you acted in our best interest? Or did we do things the way we want to without thinking of proper protocols?

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: I acted in the best interest of this ship and crew.  I wanted to find answers Captain.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Opportunities opened and I acted on them.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::returns his attention to the console, back to Pez's flight plan::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::sees MO:: MO: Turok... back on the biobed, please ::motions to biobed::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::readies dermal regenerator::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::jumps up:: CEO: Yes sir, right on it sir.  ::looks around, and really serious:: Which one is OPS?

CEO_Taylor says:
::points:: ACNS: That one.

ACNS_Roberts says:
CEO: Oh yeah, I knew that. ::takes a set:: Now what did you want me to do again?

MO_Turok says:
::Gets on the bio bed::

FCO_Adams says:
::sets their course for the last coordinates where Pez was attacked at 42.38 light years towards the Cardassian boarder and goes to warp 6::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::starts working on Turok's wounds::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks absently of Taylor::

CEO_Taylor says:
::has a very serious face::

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks his threat bored::

CEO_Taylor says:
::remembers of how much he had fun with Cook, which leads him to think of Heather::

MO_Turok says:
::A growl rumbles deep in his throat::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks the information still on cracking code process::

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Pez knows much and I know we needed to know.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::admires his conviction:: XO: I think you do think that.. but I also think that you know what I am talking about.. Pez is not the most trustworthy of people.. but we did have other options.. please. ::gets interrupted::

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Captain, ETA to the location is 39.4 days at warp 6.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*FCO* Then I would pick a better speed Adams.. 39.4 days is to long.

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Aye sir, warp 9 it is then, and that will take 9.4 days.

Host Pez says:
::Looks in all the cabinets and frowns:: *CO* There is no whiskey in here.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*Pez* Will send some up. ::frowns::

Host Pez says:
*CO* Send it? Why not bring it yourself? ::chuckles::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks the Ferengi nursery rhyme::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: While we are doing the treatment of your burns, perhaps I should also start the scans for your physicals.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Whiskey?...No...not the whiskey.  At least, not all of it.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::smiles at him:: XO: Yes.. the whisky.. I am sorry.. I will get you some more. ::takes his arm:: Now that the reprimand is over, I want to thank you for getting the information anyway.

CTO_Hunter says:
::begins search for other reports of federation weapons used in attacks::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::pushes a few buttons::

ACNS_Roberts says:
::wonders if he should stop playing stupid and really do the work, but hey this is really fun. No wonder Donnie enjoyed messing with Taylor so much::

MO_Turok says:
CMO: I am in perfect health.  Except for the damage you have already noted.

FCO_Adams says:
::engages at the higher warp::

CEO_Taylor says:
::rigs the OPS console to show false signals indicating that the warp core is about to breach::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Annual physicals are required by Starfleet as you well know... it won't be any additional trouble.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: If I have disappointed you, I am sorry

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: I am not as disappointed in you as I am in me. Nothing is going well on this one that is for sure.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: I will have a report to you within the hour.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, can you come here for a minute?  I have to show you something... ::looks at his station screen::

MO_Turok says:
CMO: Very well doctor.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Ok...but can I keep a few bottles?  For dinner with you sometime...::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Take it up with Pez. ::grins:: OK Now shall we get back to work? I Have the CEO in my chair.. and from the sounds of it he is getting a little to used to sitting there. ::laughs::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: How was your talk with the Captain?

FCO_Adams says:
::taps her console and checks the power supply relays::

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Alright. ::gets to CSO's station::

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: We BOTH better be careful. ::laughs a bit::

XO-O’Mallory says:
::exits TR for TL::  Bridge.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods as they enter the TL: TL: Bridge

Host CO_Spencer says:
::amused at the same orders to the TL, she watches the door open to the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::waits while the computer chomps through reports::

Host Pez says:
*CO* Is it possible for me to go to my ship?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  See?  It was encrypted.  It's a Ferengi nursery rhyme, but I do not understand why he has it in his computer, and encoded.


ACNS_Roberts says:
::looks down seeing the warp core is about to breach, and makes a note and smiles:: CEO: Sir, you should probably get one of your engineers with half a brain to fix this, it is giving false readings.  It says the warp core is about to breach, did I mention to you that before I became Donnie's paper pusher I was an engineer but that job was too easy.

FCO_Adams says:
::notices a slight drop in the impulse engine indicator and compensates::

Host CO_Spencer says:
All: Report. ::moves to her chair and stands there::

CTO_Hunter says:
::lets out a minor sigh of relief when the computer comes back "No Reports found::

XO-O’Mallory says:
::follows CO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO/CTO: Another important thing I remembered is, where is Pez's cargo?  I have records showing me his cargo, but now he has none.

XO-O’Mallory says:
::looks around Bridge and waits for reports::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::taps a note to Jenson to have him deliver the whisky to Pez::

CEO_Taylor says:
ACNS: Well then, pleasantries aside, come and listen to the Ferengi Nursery rhyme, maybe you could find some sense it this...

MO_Turok says:
::Growls loudly and jumps off the biobed, stalks around the room::  CMO: I do not understand her!  She treats that Ferengi like an admiral!  He has some qualities which surprise me but he is still a Ferengi!  And our own crew...Acting like sneak thieves!  ::Growls at the ceiling in frustration::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: The USS Unicorn is missing a Phaser Array. No other reports of ships attacked by federation weapons.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: On course for the last coordinates for Pez's ship. Warp nine, tractor beams holding.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at CTO: CTO: Good work ::moves towards FCO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Captain, you should see this. ::signs to CO::

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: I am currently trying to understand the "Nursery Rhyme Mystery" along with ACNS and CSO.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::startled by MO's strong emotions:: MO: please sit back down on the biobed, I will now have to reset it.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: As a matter of fact, I think we'll need Pez to help us.

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Captain, I am concerned about the missing phaser array from the Unicorn.

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: If Pez put that Nursery Rhyme in the first place, I'm willing to bet that he won't help us.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::listens as they all talk at once:: CEO: You first.. again?

FCO_Adams says:
:;monitors the tractor beams::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: The Captain has had many dealings with Pez. Perhaps she feels that we have horribly mistreated him and is trying to make amends...

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: As to our fellow officers being sneak thieves, well I think there was some kind of misunderstanding...

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: I am currently trying to understand the "Nursery Rhyme Mystery" along with ACNS and CSO.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks confused:: Nursery Rhyme?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Captain, I'm intrigued with a fact.  Where is Pez's cargo?  I have enough information about it, like I told you when I scanned his cargo bay.  Where is it now?

MO_Turok says:
::Goes back to the biobed but still gestures with anger as he speaks::

Host Pez says:
::Taps his foot waiting for Spencer's response::

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: CSO has found an encrypted Ferengi nursery rhyme in Pez's computer and has downloaded it. We are trying to find what it means. After all, it must be important if it was encrypted...

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::pushes buttons, resets biobed::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::shakes head:: CEO: I do not know.. but I may be able to find out tonight..

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: It certainly would be helpful.

Host Pez says:
::Wonders if they are still crawling about his ship::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Sir should I contact the OSI and ask them to launch an investigation?

XO-O’Mallory says:
CTO: Yes, we need some answers of that array and who had access with that ship.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir. I contact them at once.

ACNS_Roberts says:
::looks over at Pez, and decides to start analyzing him. While at the same time running the diagnostic Taylor ordered::

FCO_Adams says:
::begins to maneuver Pez's ship into the shuttle bay to cut down on drag::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Yes, sir.  I got to crack the code, and it appeared, but I really do not understand why does he has it encoded...

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: I am sure it is encrypted.. very well or you would find out his answer.. that is what encryption is all about.. :;almost laughs::

MO_Turok says:
CMO: Perhaps...I spent two years at your Academy and learned much about the Federation.  However, I still cannot see how you can live with these constant insults to your honor.  If the Away team engaged in illegal activities they should be punished!

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: The captain will determine that and take action accordingly.

Host CO_Spencer says:
<Jensen> ::rings bell and sits the whisky by the door and leaves::

FCO_Adams says:
::secures the smaller ship in the shuttle bay::

CTO_Hunter says:
::sends a message to local OSI officer requesting an investigation into the events surrounding the disappearance of the Unicorn’s weapon array::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: I believe we'll need Pez to help us with it, Captain.

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: I'll try to work on it too. I'll get an ENG team to see if they can crack it open. 

Host Pez says:
*CO* When can I have access to my ship?

Host Pez says:
::Smiles knowing the "surprises" he has hidden aboard::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*Pez* Oh, lets eat first.. play then work. ::rolls her eyes a she sweet talks him::


XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: Oooo..dinner.  Pez will love that...

Host Pez says:
*CO* Sounds good to me.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::glares at the XO but laughs::

XO-O’Mallory says:
CO: I hope you have fun...::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Report.

EO_On says:
*CEO* Finished all the work on Pez’ ship.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::checks Pez's ship once again, he doesn't want to go through the last trouble again::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::finds something::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> CSO: Sir, I found something in his ship. ::points::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks with Altsen::

MO_Turok says:
CMO: ::Calms down, finally running out of steam::  I do not think so.  She is too interested in making peace with that Ferengi.  Bribing him with drink and a soft bed.  And who knows what else...

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::laughs loudly:: MO: I don't think that our Captain would do what you are implying. And I know she will take appropriate actions to discipline her crew.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Captain, we just found a hidden compartment in Pez's ship.

FCO_Adams says:
::tries to punch up the engines a little more::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: We? And who is we?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Huh, Altsen and myself... ::do not understand why she asked that::

XO-O’Mallory says:
CTO: Let me know as soon as we know anything on the Unicorn.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir. I pull some string if I have to.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Get to ME and try to decrypt the Ferengi Nursery rhyme that has been downloaded in station ENG3-A.

EO_On says:
*CEO* Right away, Sir.

ACNS_Roberts says:
::just by looking at Pez he can tell he is hiding something.  That guy probably has enough secrets to keep even Hunter busy for years::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: You mean before or you found it now?

FCO_Adams says:
::all her sensor readings show no other ship traffic in the area::

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Should I post guards around Mr. Pez's ship?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Good idea.. no one is to enter it with out my approval.. understood?

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye aye sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: One aye is effect Mr. Hunter, two is over kill.

CEO_Taylor says:
::takes TL and thinks of Heathers beautiful yes, then, he thinks of MO behind her and gets scared::

FCO_Adams says:
::hears her tummy begin to rumble:: Self: Oh no! Not again!

MO_Turok says:
::Lays down on the bio bed and falls asleep::  Self: Only a fool trusts a Ferengi....

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks about Michael again and his smile - and tries to get a hold of her thoughts and emotions...:: Self: defiantly need to do the chakra cleansing

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Now, captain.  It is under deck plates in the cargo hold.  It contains the material I scanned before.

CEO_Taylor says:
::Klingons never were a big high for Taylor::

CTO_Hunter says:
::assigns MCPO Hardnose, CPO's Kibble & Bitts, and Crewmen Diblert to guard duty::

EO_On says:
::trying to decrypt the Ferengi Nursery rhyme that has been downloaded in station ENG3-A::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at him:: CSO: I want a full report.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears FCO’s tummy and looks at her::

CEO_Taylor says:
::wonders whether he should go to SB or not::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host Pez says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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